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Abstract
In this work we construct tests that allow a classical user to certify high dimensional en-
tanglement in uncharacterized and possibly noisy quantum devices. We present a family of
non-local games {Gn} that for all n certify states with entanglement of formation Ω(n). These
tests can be derived from any bipartite non-local game with a classical-quantum gap. Further-
more, our tests are noise-tolerant in the sense that fault tolerant technologies are not needed to
play the games; entanglement distributed over noisy channels can pass with high probability,
making our tests relevant for realistic experimental settings. This is in contrast to, e.g., results
on self-testing of high dimensional entanglement, which are only relevant when the noise rate
goes to zero with the system’s size n. As a corollary of our result, we supply a lower-bound
on the entanglement cost of any state achieving a quantum advantage in a bipartite non-local
game. Our proof techniques heavily rely on ideas from the work on classical and quantum
parallel repetition theorems.
1 Introduction
Non-local games offer a powerful method to experimentally study the properties and behavior of
uncharacterized quantum systems. In a non-local game, an experimenter can play a game with two
non-communicating players (representing spatially separated quantum systems) via classical inter-
action only. Based on the outcome of the game, the experimenter draws conclusions about, e.g.,
whether the players used an entangled quantum state to win the game. This idea dates back to John
Bell’s seminal paper [Bel64], in which he presents a game to test the non-classicality of nature. To-
day, such games are not only relevant for our understanding of the foundations of quantum physics
but are at the heart of device-independent quantum information processing, where a classical user
can certify that an unknown quantum device is performing a desired computational or crypto-
graphic task (such as, e.g., device-independent quantum key distribution [BHK05, PAB+09, VV14,
MS14, AFRV16] or delegated quantum computation [RUV13, HPDF15, GKW15, NV17, CGJV17]).
In this work we ask the following question:
Is it possible to classically test for high dimensional entanglement, even in the presence of noise?
Whereas Bell’s original test is a classical method to certify the presence of entanglement, we are
instead interested in non-local games that would allow us to quantify the amount. In particular,
we are interested in certifying the amount of entanglement of noisy quantum systems.
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of Competence in Research “Quantum Science and Technology” and by the US Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(grant No. FA9550-16-1-0245).
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Designing noise-tolerant tests for high dimensional entanglement is an important and timely
challenge for both computer science and physics. First, our understanding of complexity theory
indicates that unless BQP ⊆ BPP (i.e., quantum computers are classically simulable), general
quantum computations must involve highly entangled states. Thus if we hope to achieve super-
classical speedups in quantum computers, at the very least we must be able to generate high
dimensional entanglement.
Second, we are seeing increasingly sophisticated experiments involving quantum information,
from loophole-free Bell tests [HBD+15, SMSC+15, GVW+15] to small scale quantum comput-
ers [BIS+16, IBM]. However, full-fledged quantum fault tolerance appears to be a faraway prospect;
in the near-term, our explorations of complex quantum states will be done using noisy gates and lit-
tle (if any) error correction. Despite this obstacle, researchers have been enthusiastically proposing
uses of noisy quantum computers, from approximate optimization to investigation of exotic physics
phenomena. Interesting questions will emerge in tandem with these efforts, namely: how can one
verify that a noisy quantum computer has succeeded in these proposed experiments? Finding noise-
tolerant tests to certify high dimensional entanglement is a prerequisite step towards verifying other
complex quantum behavior in this noisy regime.
What do we mean by certifying entanglement? There are a variety of ways to formulate this
task; our work is most directly motivated by recent work on self-tests, which are games that certify
the presence of entanglement of a specific form. The works of [McK16, CRSV16, Col17, CN16,
NV17] construct families of games {Gn} where any optimal quantum strategy for Gn must use a
large amount of entanglement, e.g., a tensor product of n EPR pairs. These self-testing results are
also robust, in that near-optimal strategies must use states that are near a specific highly entangled
state. However, these tests will also reject a natural class of highly entangled states such as σ⊗n
where σ has fidelity 1 − ν with a single EPR pair. Here, think of ν as a small (but fixed) noise
parameter that represents the level of imperfection of a state preparation process.
Thus, even though |EPR〉〈EPR|⊗n can be used to pass the tests of [McK16, CRSV16, Col17,
CN16, NV17] with high probability, the “similar-looking” state σ⊗n will fail with high probability. A
key observation we wish to emphasize in this paper is that robustness of a self-test is not equivalent
to noise tolerance!
More formally, the robust self-tests in the above works show the following: let qval(Gn) denote
the optimal quantum winning probability for the game Gn. Then there exists a function f(n, ε)
and an ideal state ρ∗n such that for all ε, any quantum strategy that achieves a winning probability
of at least qval(Gn)− ε must use a state ρ that is f(n, ε)-close to ρ∗n. In these works, ρ∗n is a state
whose entanglement grows with n (like a maximally entangled state on n qubits). “Closeness” can
be defined in terms of the fidelity of the two states up to local isometries acting on each of the
players’ systems.
Given a game Gn as above, an experiment to test the entanglement of an unknown state ρ
can be the following: play the game Gn using ρ, and check whether the game is won.
1 In order to
obtain a non-trivial guarantee about ρ, we require that f(n, ε) < 1; one can think of this function as
specifying the amount of experimental imperfection/noise that can be tolerated by the test itself. In
the works of [McK16, CRSV16, Col17, CN16], the function f(n, ε) scales as a · nb · εc for constants
a, b, c. Thus we get no guarantees about ρ unless ε scales as 1/poly(n). In other words, as we
increase the amount of entanglement we want to certify, the test becomes less tolerant of noise!
1In an experiment one actually needs to prepare many identical and independent copies of ρ and play the game Gn
many times. Then the average winning probability can be calculated, and high amount of entanglement is certified
(with high probability) if the average winning probability is at least qval(Gn)− ε.
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The strongest self-testing result (in this context) is presented in the work of Natarajan and
Vidick [NV17]. There, a self-test for n EPR pairs is given where the associated function is f(n, ε) =
O(
√
ε). While the closeness parameter is independent of the parameter n, such f(n, ε) still requires
that, in order to pass the test with high probability, the players share a state ρ that is globally
O(
√
ε)-close to |EPR〉〈EPR|⊗n. Using a state like σ⊗n where σ has 1 − ν fidelity with a single
EPR pair would fail their test with high probability, because σ⊗n has exponentially small fidelity
(1− ν)n ≈ e−n/ν with |EPR〉〈EPR|⊗n.
In this paper we seek an entanglement test that is both sound — meaning that any strategy
that passes the test with good probability must have high entanglement — and also noise tolerant,
meaning that they do not reject noisy implementations of an ideal strategy. The self-tests above
are sound, but they are not noise tolerant. Part of the difficulty stems from the fact that it is not
even clear how one should formulate the soundness guarantee of a desired noise-tolerant self-testing
result.
Noise model. As discussed above, we wish to define a testing procedure that can also certify
entanglement in noisy entangled states. While our work can be used to certify different types of
noisy states, we briefly discuss a specific noise model here for the sake of concreteness. The noise
model that we have in mind produces a state of the form σ⊗n where each σ has fidelity 1− ν with
some optimal state defined via the considered non-local game. Such a state can be produced, e.g.,
by sending many copies of the optimal state via noisy channels.
We emphasize that by saying that this is the noise model that we consider we merely mean
that we require that our tests will be able to certify the entanglement of σ⊗n. However, we do
not assume that all of the states on which the procedure is applied must have this form (i.e., the
soundness part of the statement is independent of the considered noise model).
1.1 Results and contributions
In this work, instead of trying to certify the presence of a specific state like in self-testing statements,
we address the question of certifying an entanglement measure. This allows us to sidestep the
difficulty of formulating a noise-tolerant self-testing result.
We present a family of simple non-local games {Gn} where each game Gn certifies that the
shared state of the players has Ω(n) bits of entanglement of formation. The entanglement of
formation, denoted by EF (ρ), is a well-studied entanglement measure for bipartite mixed states
that, in the case of pure states, is equal to the entanglement entropy. As the name suggests,
the entanglement of formation captures, roughly speaking, the amount of entanglement needed in
order to produce a given state ρ. It is also closely related to another important, perhaps more
well known, entanglement measure which will be of use below – the entanglement cost EC(ρ).
The entanglement cost of a mixed state roughly describes how many EPR pairs are needed to
create ρ via local operations and classical communication [BDSW96]. We provide a more thorough
discussion of the entanglement measures relevant for our work in Section 1.2.
The family of non-local games that we consider are the so called threshold games. Before stating
our main result, we define these games. Let G be a two-player non-local game with classical value2
cval(G) and quantum value qval(G). Given an integer n ≥ 1 and a noise threshold 0 ≤ ν <
qval(G) − cval(G), define the threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν to be a game where the two-players now
2The classical value of a game is the maximum winning probability when the players employ classical strategies,
i.e., do not use entanglement. Similarly, the quantum value of a game is the optimal winning probability when using
quantum strategies. See Section 2.5 for the formal definition.
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play n independent instances of G in parallel, and win if they win at least qval(G)− ν fraction of
instances of G.
The main theorem of this paper is as follows:
Theorem 1 (Main theorem). Let G be a two-player game with a classical-quantum gap: i.e.,
∆ := qval(G)− cval(G) > 0. Let 0 ≤ ν < ∆ be a noise parameter.
Completeness (Noise tolerance). Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Consider a quantum strategy for G
that succeeds with probability qval(G)−η for 0 ≤ η < ν. Playing this strategy n times independently
in parallel in the threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν succeeds with probability at least 1−exp(−(ν−η)2n/3).3
Soundness (Entanglement certification). There exists constants 0 < c1, c2 < 1 such that
for sufficiently large n > 1c1 , any strategy that wins the threshold game G
n
qval(G)−ν with probability
κ ≥ exp(−c1n) must use a quantum state ρ such that its entanglement of formation satisfies
EF (ρ) ≥ c2κ2n.
The constants c1, c2 depend only on ∆, ν, and the number of possible answers in G.
To gain a better understanding of our theorem we now give an example. Consider the famous
CHSH game, which has classical value cval(CHSH) = 3/4 and quantum value qval(CHSH) ≈
0.854. Any strategy for winning a single instance of CHSH with probability qval(CHSH) − η for
some parameter 0 ≤ η < 0.1 must use some entangled state σ. An “honest” strategy for playing the
threshold game CHSHn.854−2η would be to play each instance of CHSH independently using σ
⊗n
as the entangled resource state. Via a simple Chernoff-Hoeffding bound it is easy to see that this
strategy will pass CHSHn.854−2η with overwhelming probability. Thus this game is noise-tolerant.
The entanglement of formation of σ⊗n is indeed Ω(n).
But what about other strategies? Is there a state with entanglement of formation o(n) that can
be used to win CHSHn.854−2η sufficiently well? Theorem 1 shows that this is not possible.
We list several features of Theorem 1:
1. It holds for any two-player game G. In other words, any game with a classical-quantum gap
can be “lifted” to another game that tests for large entanglement in a noise-tolerant manner.
2. The players are able to pass our test with high probability by holding a tensor product of
noisy few-qubit states (such as σ⊗n where σ has fidelity 1 − ν with an EPR pair for any
amount). The theorem gives non-trivial guarantees for any 0 ≤ ν < qval(G) − cval(G), i.e.,
it is robust to any amount of noise up to the classical limit.
3. It gives non-trivial guarantees even for strategies whose success probability is far from optimal;
for any constant κ, Theorem 1 still guarantees that EF (ρ) ∈ Ω(n).4
Theorem 1 thus shows that by playing the simple threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν with an unchar-
acterized device we can classically test for large amounts of entanglement (as measured by the
entanglement of formation), even when the device is highly noisy, as current devices are. As far
as we are aware, previous results [McK16, CRSV16, Col17, NV17, CS17] cannot be used to de-
rive conclusions which are quantitively strong as Theorem 1, even when considering more complex
games and proof techniques.5
3Alternatively, a simpler (but slightly weaker) statement is that playing a strategy the succeeds with probability
qval(G) − ν in G n times independently in parallel succeeds in the threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν with probability
1
2
.
This is sufficient for an experiment certifying entanglement.
4However, the constants c1 and c2 are probably not optimal and can be improved.
5This is not to say that our work supersedes the mentioned works; these derived self-testing statements which
certify the state and not just its entanglement as we do here.
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Our main theorem presented above can be easily used to derive another quantitive relation
between the advantage in a non-local game G and the entanglement cost required to achieve this
advantage. Specifically, we prove the following.
Theorem 2. Let G be a two-player game with a classical-quantum gap: i.e., ∆ := qval(G) −
cval(G) > 0. Let 0 ≤ ν < ∆ be a noise parameter. Then, for any state σ that can be used to win G
with probability at least qval(G) − ν, its entanglement cost satisfies EC(σ) ≥ c2/4, where c2 is the
constant from Theorem 1.
Put in other words: the minimum entanglement cost6 needed to obtain a super-classical success
probability in a non-local game only depends on the classical-quantum gap as well as the number
of possible answers in the game.
As we explain in Section 1.2, even given the full description of a state σ, calculating EC(σ) is
not easy and no “single letter” formula is known to describe it. Theorem 2 gives a simple lower
bound on EC(σ) in terms of σ’s advantage in any non-local game G.
The only lower-bound with a similar flavour which was known before is the one given in [VW02].
There, a (tight) relation between EF (σ) and σ’s winning probability in the CHSH game was derived.
Self-testing results can, of course, also be used to achieve similar bounds (by taking into account
the continuity of the considered entanglement measures), but so far most of the results are non-
trivial for a very limited amount of noise and only apply to specific two-player games. In contrast,
Theorem 2 holds for any non-local game and amount of noise.
1.2 Why entanglement of formation?
In this section we motivate and explain the relations between the entanglement measures certified
by our tests in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Myriad entanglement measurements have been studied by researchers, each possessing various
properties [PV05, HHHH09]. For pure bipartite states |ψ〉AB, the coarsest quantity describing
entanglement is the entanglement rank, which is simply the Schmidt rank of |ψ〉. However, this is
not a very useful measure of entanglement as one can have a state arbitrarily close to a product
state, yet have high entanglement rank.
A more natural measure of entanglement is the entanglement entropy E(ψ), which is the von
Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix of |ψ〉 on system A or equivalently B [BBPS96,
PR97]. In fact, the entanglement entropy is the unique entanglement measure for pure bipartite
states that satisfies a few natural axioms, such as monotonicity under local operations and classical
communication (LOCC) and asymptotic continuity [HHHH09].
For mixed states the situation is more complicated — there is no clear “best” entanglement
measure. The most natural and operational entanglement measures are considered to be the en-
tanglement cost EC and the distillable entanglement ED. In fact, for any entanglement measureM
satisfying some natural properties we have that ED ≤M ≤ EC [HHHH09]. Thus the entanglement
cost and distillable entanglement are in a sense “extremal” entanglement measures. For pure states,
both EC and ED are equal to the entanglement entropy.
In the following we focus on EC . Informally, the entanglement cost of a bipartite quantum
state ρAB describes the number of maximally entangled states required to produce ρ using only
LOCC. As LOCC cannot increase entanglement, the pre-shared maximally entangled states describe
6For any σ, EF (σ) ≥ EC(σ). Thus, Theorem 2 could have been phrased in terms of the entanglement of formation
as well.
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the sole source of entanglement in such a process and hence quantify how entangled ρ is in a
meaningful way.7
Formally, the entanglement cost is defined as the following asymptotic quantity:
EC(ρ) = inf
{
r : lim
n→∞
(
inf
Λ
‖ρ⊗n − Λ(Φ+2rn)‖1
)
= 0
}
,
where the infimum ranges over all LOCC maps Λ and Φ+2rn is the maximally entangled state of
rank 2rn. That is, it is the maximal possible rate r at which one can convert Φ+2rn into ρ
⊗n with
vanishing error in the limit n→∞.
Computing EC(ρ) is considered to be a difficult task in general. Due to this reason one usu-
ally considers a closely related entanglement measure called the entanglement of formation. It is
formally defined as follows [BDSW96]:
EF (ρ) = inf
{∑
i
piE(Ψi) : ρ =
∑
i
pi|Ψi〉〈Ψi|
}
.
That is, EF (ρ) is the minimum average entanglement entropy over all pure-state decompositions
of ρ.
The entanglement of formation derives its relevance from its relation to the entanglement
cost EC(ρ) discussed above. It describes the rate in which maximally entangled states are con-
verted to ρ using a specific type of LOCC protocols [Woo02] (whereas EC(ρ) is the minimum over
all LOCC protocols). Furthermore, [HHT01] showed that the entanglement cost is equal to the
regularised entanglement of formation:
EC(ρ) = E
∞
F (ρ) = limn→∞(EF (ρ
⊗n)/n).
For some time it was conjectured that the entanglement of formation is additive and hence EC(ρ) =
EF (ρ). Today it is known that this is not the case and that the limit in the above equation is needed
in general [BH10].
It is not known how to compute E∞F (ρ) for general ρ, in part because of the infinite limit.
The “single-letter” quantity EF (ρ) does not appear to be much easier to compute because of the
minimisation over all possible decompositions of ρ. To date, it can be done only for states with high
symmetry [TV00, VW01] or of low dimension [Woo98, Woo01, AVDM01]. One can imagine that
the task of calculating or bounding EF (ρ) only becomes harder if one does not have full information
about ρ as in the scenario considered in the current work.
In the light of the above, one can see our work as giving a way to lower bound those complex
entanglement measures for an unknown state ρ in a device-independent manner. Of course, this is
not a general method that works for all states ρ, but rather it works for any state ρ that can be
used to gain an advantage in non-local games (or, in other words, violate some Bell inequality).
Specifically, Theorem 1 gives a lower bound on EF for high dimensional (while perhaps noisy) states
that can be used to pass the threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν for some two-player game G. Theorem 2
gives a lower bound on EC for any state achieving a quantum advantage in a two-player game G.
In particular, for any given state one can choose the game G such that the lower bounds on EF
and EC are maximal.
7Another way of thinking about the operational meaning of entanglement cost is by considering the task of
entanglement dilution. There, the goal is to start with initial noiseless entanglement and dilute it to create a target
state ρ using LOCC.
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1.3 Proof technique
The proof idea is simple: if the entanglement of formation of the players’ shared state in the
threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν is o(n) and the players win with non-negligible probability, then this
strategy can be transformed into a strategy for the original game G that uses no entanglement, yet
still wins with probability strictly greater than cval(G), which would be a contradiction.
This is argued as follows. Consider a two-player game G where the first player receives a
question x and produces answer a, and the second player receives question y and responds with
answer b. The players win if V (x, y, a, b) = 1 for some predicate V . Let qval(G) > cval(G).
Now suppose there is a quantum strategy that wins Gnqval(G)−ν with decent probability. A simple
probabilistic argument implies that conditioned on an event E of winning roughly qval(G)−ν frac-
tion of some subset S ⊆ [n] of instances, the players will win the j’th instance with probability close
to qval(G), for an average j ∈ [n]. Another way of phrasing this statement is: Let (Xj ,Yj) denote
the questions to the two players in the j’th instance of G, and let (Aj ,Bj) denote their answers.
Let PXjYjAjBj |E denote the joint distribution of questions and answers of the j’th coordinate in
this hypothetical strategy, conditioned on the event E. Then sampling a tuple (Xj,Yj ,Aj ,Bj)
from PXjYjAjBj |E will satisfy the game predicate V with probability qval(G)− ε > cval(G).
Next, we will prove the following three statements (roughly speaking): (1) PXjYj |E ≈ PXjYj ,
(2) PAj |XjYjE ≈ PAj |XjE , and (3) PBj |XjYjAjE ≈ PBj |YjE, where “≈” denotes closeness in sta-
tistical distance. Notice that without the conditioning event E, the first item would be trivial
and the second item would follow exactly from the non-signaling condition between the players.
To prove the third item, we use the fact that the hypothetical strategy for the threshold game
uses o(n) bits of entanglement; intuitively this implies that each instance of G can only use o(1)
bits of entanglement.
Putting these three items together, we obtain a classical strategy for G: the first player receives
question Xj , and samples an answer Aj from the distribution PAj |XjE . The second player receives
questionYj and samples from PBj |YjE . The joint distribution of their questions and answers will be
close to PXjYjAjBj |E , but that implies that they will win G with probability qval(G)−ε > cval(G),
which is a contradiction.
The proof strategy and the techniques used are heavily inspired by the proofs of the parallel
repetition theorem in classical complexity theory [Raz98, Hol09, Rao11], and subsequently the
work on the quantum parallel repetition problem. This problem asks for a bound on qval(Gn) if
qval(G) < 1, where Gn is like the threshold game except we demand that the players win all
instances of G. It is conjectured that qval(Gn) decays exponentially with n, although the best
general upper bound is that qval(Gn) decays polynomially with n when qval(G) < 1 [Yue16].
Nearly all of the works that study the quantum parallel repetition problem [JPY14, CWY15,
BVY16, BVY17] share the proof strategy of transforming a “too-good-to-be-true” strategy for
the repeated game Gn into a “too-good-to-be-true” strategy for the single game G, namely a
quantum strategy with success probability better than qval(G), a contradiction. These works all
use information-theoretic machinery in the proof, and in this work we use the same tools.
1.4 Related work
Our work is the first that addresses directly the question of certifying the entanglement of formation
of high dimensional states in a noise-tolerant way (while the case of a single CHSH game was already
considered in [VW02] as mentioned above).
Any robust self-testing result can be used to certify any continuous entanglement measures
(e.g. the entanglement of formation); but as explained before, such results cannot accommodate
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the kinds of noise considered here. In addition to the self-testing results mentioned before [McK16,
CRSV16, Col17, CN16, NV17, CS17], the only other self-testing result that certifies asymptotically
growing amounts of entanglement is from the work of Reichardt, Unger and Vazirani [RUV13], who
show how to verify quantum computations using classical resources only. At the heart of their result
is a sequential protocol where the experimenter plays many rounds of the CHSH game with the
two players in order to certify the presence of many EPR pairs. However, like the other self-testing
results, the protocol of [RUV13] is also not noise-tolerant in the sense considered here.
If one cares just about certifying high entanglement rank of a state (rather than certifying an
entanglement measure such as EF , or precisely characterizing the state as in self-testing), then we
can combine the following two independent results to address the question of noise-tolerant, device-
independent testing of asymptotically growing amounts of entanglement: The work of [Rao11]
shows that the classical value of a threshold game Gncval(G)+δ decays exponentially fast with n (if
cval(G) < 1). The work of [JPPG+10] shows that the maximum quantum success probability in a
game F using dimension-d entanglement is at most d cval(F ). Letting F be a threshold game, we
obtain that d must be exponentially large in any quantum strategy whose winning probability is
say at least a small constant. Since the threshold game is noise-tolerant (i.e. it can be won with
high probability with noisy strategies), this gives a noise-tolerant test for entanglement rank. This
same argument can be modified to show that the 1/2-Re´nyi entropy of the state8 must be linear
in n.
Our test lower bounds a stronger entanglement measure, the entanglement of formation, which
in the pure state case is the entanglement entropy and therefore a lower bound on the 1/2-Re´nyi
entropy. There can be arbitrarily large gaps between the von Neumann entropy and the 1/2-Re´nyi
entropy of a pure state.
The broader goal of certifying the dimension of a quantum system in a device-independent
manner has been heavily studied under the heading of dimension witnesses. Much of the work
on dimension witnesses has focused on finding Bell inequalities such that achieving the optimal
violation requires an entangled state of a certain dimension [BPA+08, PV09, CBRS16]. Many
of these works construct and design dimension witnesses using a combination of analytical and
numerical techniques.
1.5 Future work
Some open problems and future directions include:
1. Quantitatively improve our results. The constants c1, c2 in Theorem 1 are small; for the
CHSH game, the constant c1 is on the order of 10
−6 and thus in order for our Theorem
to give any guarantees, ∼ 106 CHSH games would have to be played. Even though recent
experiments are capable of producing such a large amount of states (in [LYL+17], for example,
order of 1010 signals were produced), an improvement of the constants can lead to the ability
of certifying much more entanglement in such experiments. Our analysis is far from tight and
significant quantitative improvements can probably be gained by tailoring the analysis to a
specific game, such as the CHSH game.
2. To get a non-trivial bound on the entanglement of formation, this requires that the success
probability κ is at least ∼ 1/√n. Can this dependence on κ be improved?
8The 1/2-Re´nyi entropy of a pure state |ψ〉 is 2 log(
∑
i λ
1/2
i ) where λi are the eigenvalues of the reduced density
matrix of |ψ〉 on either side.
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3. Can one prove a version of Theorem 1 for some non-local games G that allows one to lower
bound other measures of entanglement, such as distillable entanglement9 or quantum condi-
tional entropy? The results of [VB14, FBB17] indicate that this cannot be done for arbitrary
amount of noise for all games since there are Bell inequalities that can be violated while using
states with un-distillable entanglement or positive conditional entropy.
4. Can one prove a self-testing result for a growing number of EPR pairs that is also noise-
tolerant in the sense described above? A concrete goal would be to characterize all near-
optimal strategies for the threshold game CHSHn.854−ν . The results of [Coo17] hint that by
sticking to the current measures of distance considered in self-testing results any character-
ization of near-optimal strategies for CHSHn.854−ν, in the regime of high amount of noise,
must include also non-entangled states. Hence, we do not expect self-testing results (as they
are phrased today) to allow for certification of entanglement in the presence of arbitrary noise
using threshold games.
Acknowledgments. We thank Valerio Scarani for helpful pointers to the literature, Thomas
Vidick for feedback on an earlier draft, and anonymous referees for helpful comments and pointing
us to the work of [JPPG+10]. Work on this project initiated when RAF was visiting UC Berkeley.
2 Preliminaries
We will use caligraphic font such as X to denote alphabets. We will use boldfaced font to denote
vectors. For example, x will denote an element of X n. We will use capital boldfaced font to denote
the corresponding random variables. For example, X is a random variable that takes values in
X n. For a coordinate i, xi will denote the i’th element of x and Xi will denote the corresponding
random variable. For a subset S ⊆ [n], xS will denote the sub-tuple of x indexed by S.
2.1 Probability distributions
We largely adopt the notational conventions from [Hol09] for probability distributions. We let
capital letters denote random variables and lower case letters denote specific samples. We use PX
to denote the probability distribution of random variable X, and PX(x) to denote the probability
that X = x for some value x. For multiple random variables, e.g., X,Y,Z, PXY Z(x, y, z) denotes
their joint distribution with respect to some probability space understood from context.
We use PY |X=x(y) to denote the conditional distribution PY X(y, x)/PX (x), which is defined
when PX(x) > 0. When conditioning on many variables, we usually use the shorthand PX|y,z to de-
note the distribution PX|Y=y,Z=z. For example, we write PV |ω−i,xi,yi to denote PV |Ω−i=ω−i,Xi=xi,Yi=yi .
For an event W we let PXY |W denote the distribution conditioned on W . We use the notation
Ex f(x) to denote the expectation
∑
x PX(x)f(x) when the distribution P is understood from con-
text.
Let PX0 be a distribution on X , and for every x in the support of PX0 , let PY |X1=x be a
conditional distribution defined over Y. We define the distribution PX0PY |X1 over X × Y as
(PX0PY |X1)(x, y) := PX0(x) · PY |X1=x(y).
9In a related work by Jean-Daniel Bancal together with one of the current authors a device-independent protocol
certifying a lower bound on the one shot distillable entanglement is given. The considered setting and type of
statement are different than the ones presented here. For further details see [AFB17].
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Additionally, we write PX0ZPY |X1 to denote the distribution (PX0ZPY |X1)(x, z, y) := PX0Z(x, z) ·
PY |X1=x(y).
For two random variables X0 and X1 over the same set X, we use
‖PX0 − PX1‖ :=
1
2
∑
x∈X
|PX0(x)− PX1(x)|,
to denote the total variation distance between PX0 and PX1 . We will use the shorthand PX0 ≈δ PX1
to denote ‖PX0 − PX1‖ ≤ δ.
Additionally, given two probability distributions PXY ,QXY such that PX = QY (i.e. the
marginals are the same) we will write expressions such as
E
x
[
PY |x ≈δ QY |x
]
to denote
E
x
∥∥PY |x −QY |x∥∥ ≤ δ
where the expectation over x drawn from PX .
2.2 Quantum information theory
For comprehensive references on quantum information we refer the reader to [NC10, Wil13].
For a matrix A, we will use ‖A‖1 to denote its trace norm Tr(
√
AA†). A density matrix is a
positive semidefinite matrix with trace 1. For Hermitian matrices A,B we write A  B to indicate
that A − B is positive semidefinite. We use Id to denote the identity matrix. A positive operator
valued measurement (POVM) with outcome set A is a set of positive semidefinite matrices {Ea}
labeled by a ∈ A that sum to the identity.
We use sans-serif font such as A,B,X,Y to denote system labels. We will decorate quantum
states with superscripts to denote the relevant registers; so ρAB will denote the density matrix on
the systems A and B. We will let Dens(A) to denote the set of density matrices on system A.
A classical-quantum state (or simply cq-state) ρXE is classical on X and quantum on E if it can
be written as ρXE =
∑
x p(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρEX=x for some probability measure p(·). For notational
convenience, we will use JxK to denote the classical register |x〉〈x|.
The state ρEX=x is by definition the E part of the state ρ
XE, conditioned on the classical random
variable X = x. We write ρXEX=x to denote the state JxK
X ⊗ ρEX=x. We often write expressions such
as ρEx as shorthand for ρ
E
X=x when it is clear from context which registers are being conditioned on.
This will be useful when there are many classical variables to be conditioned on.
We will use the short hand ρ ≈δ σ to denote ‖ρ− σ‖1 ≤ δ. We use the expression Ez[ρz ≈δ σz]
to denote Ez‖ρz − σz‖1 ≤ δ.
Relative entropy, relative min-entropy, and mutual information. For two positive semidef-
inite operators ρ, σ, the relative entropy D(ρ‖σ) is defined to be Tr(ρ(log ρ− log σ)). The relative
min-entropy D∞(ρ‖σ) is defined as min{λ : ρ  2λσ}.
Let ρAB be a bipartite state. The mutual information I(A : B)ρ is defined as D(ρ
AB‖ρA ⊗ ρB).
For a classical-quantum state ρXAB that is classical on X and quantum on AB, we write I(A : B|x)ρ
to indicate I(A : B)ρx .
Lemma 3 (Pinsker’s inequality). For all density matrices ρ, σ, 12‖ρ− σ‖21 ≤ D(ρ‖σ).
Lemma 4. For density matrices ρ, σ such that ρ  2Kσ in the positive semidefinite ordering, we
have that D(ρ ‖σ) ≤ K.
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Lemma 5 ([JPY14], Fact II.8). Let PZ and QZ be distributions. Let ρ = Ez∼PZ JzK ⊗ ρz, and
ρ′ = Ez∼QZ JzK ⊗ ρ′z. Then D(ρ′‖ρ) = D(QZ‖PZ) + Ez∼QZ [D(ρ′z‖ρz)]. In particular, D(ρ′‖ρ) ≥
EZ∼QZ [D(ρ
′
z‖ρz)].
We will also use the following Lemma from [CWY15, BVY17].
Lemma 6 ([CWY15, BVY17], Quantum Raz’s Lemma). Let ρ and σ be two CQ states with
ρXA = ρX1X2...XnA and σ = σXA = σX1 ⊗ σX2 ⊗ . . .⊗σXn ⊗ σA with X = X1X2 . . .Xn classical in both
states. Then
n∑
i=1
I(Xi : A)ρ ≤ D(ρXA ‖σXA). (1)
Randomized chain rule. The standard chain rule for mutual information states that for an
n-partite system X1, . . . ,Xn, we have that I(X1 · · ·Xn : A) =
∑
i I(Xi : A|X<i). However, there
are many ways of performing the chain rule, depending on the ordering of the Xi’s. It is useful to
average over many possible ways of performing the chain rule:
E
pi
∑
i
I(Xpi(i) : A|Xpi(<i)) = I(X1 · · ·Xn : A).
We call this the “randomized chain rule.” Here pi is a uniformly random permutation on n elements,
and pi(< i) denotes the image of the permutation applied to {1, . . . , i− 1}.
2.3 Entanglement measures
There are many different way of quantifying the entanglement of a bipartite quantum state [PV05,
HHHH09]. We will use three of them in the current work.
Definition 7. For a pure state |ψ〉QAQB , the entanglement entropy is
E(ψ) = H (QB)ψ ,
where H is the von Neumann entropy.
Definition 8. For a mixed state ρQAQB , the entanglement of formation is
EF (ρ
QAQB ) = inf
{∑
t
ptE(ψ) : ρ =
∑
t
pt|ψt〉〈ψt|
}
,
where E(ψ) is the entanglement entropy of ψ, as in Definition 7.
Definition 9. For a mixed state ρQAQB , the entanglement cost is
EC(ρ
QAQB ) = inf
{
r : lim
n→∞
(
inf
Λ
‖ρ⊗n − Λ(Φ+2rn)‖1
)
= 0
}
,
where the infimum ranges over all LOCC maps Λ and Φ+2rn is the maximally entangled state of
rank 2rn (both with respect to the partition QA vs. QB).
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2.4 Classical correlated sampling
Correlated sampling is a key component of Holenstein’s proof of the classical parallel repetition
theorem.
Lemma 10 (Classical correlated sampling [Hol09]). Let P and Q be two probability distributions
over a universe U such that ‖P − Q‖1 ≤ ε < 1. Then there exists a zero communication two-
player protocol using shared randomness where the first player outputs an element p ∈ U distributed
according to P, the second player samples an element q ∈ U distributed according to Q, and with
probability at least 1− 2ε, the two elements are identical (i.e. p = q).
We call the protocol in the Lemma above the classical correlated sampling procedure.
2.5 Two-player games
A two-player game G is a tuple (µ, V ) where µ is a question distribution over some alphabet X ×Y
and V : X × Y × A × B → {0, 1} is a verification predicate with A and B denoting the answer
alphabets for Alice and Bob respectively. Operationally, in a two-player game, a referee samples
a question pair (x, y) from µ, and sends x to Alice and y to Bob. Alice responds with answer a,
Bob responds with answer b, and the referee decides to accept or reject based on the predicate
V (x, y, a, b).
A quantum strategy for G consists of
• A shared entangled state ρ ∈ Dens(QA ⊗ QB) where QA,QB are Hilbert spaces isomorphic to
C
d for some finite d.
• Measurement elements {Ax(a)}, {By(b)} acting on QA and QB respectively. By measurement
elements we mean that for every x,
∑
aAx(a)
2 = Id, and similarly for B.
A strategy is a pure state strategy if the shared state ρ is rank one.
The quantum value of a game G, denoted qval(G), is the maximum success probability in G
over all (finite-dimensional) quantum strategies:
qval(G) := max
(ρ,{Ax(a)},{By(b)})
∑
x,y
µ(x, y)
∑
a,b:
V (x,y,a,b)=1
Tr (Ax(a)⊗By(b)ρ) .
The classical value of a game G, denoted cval(G), is the maximum success probability in G over
classical strategies (strategies where ρ is separable across QA and QB).
Threshold games. The threshold game Gn1−γ is a game where the question distribution is µ
n,
and the verification predicate V n1−γ : X n ×Yn ×An ×Bn → {0, 1} is such that V n1−γ(x,y,a,b) = 1
if and only if at least an 1− γ fraction of coordinates i ∈ [n] are won, i.e., V (xi,yi,ai,bi) = 1.
Probability distribution P. We will refer to a probability distribution P on random variables
X,Y,A,B which correspond to the questions and answers of Alice and Bob, respectively in the
game Gnα played according to the strategy above. More precisely, PXY(x,y) is the distribution of
questions in Gnα, or µ
n. Then, for every question pair (x,y),
PAB|xy(a,b) = Tr(Ax(a)⊗By(b)ρ) (2)
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describes a given strategy. Thus, the full joint distribution PXYAB is
PXYAB = PXY · PAB|XY.
When considering marginals of PXYAB it is understood that an expectation is taken over all
the registers which are not explicitly stated. For example, for i ∈ [n] we can write PAiBi(ai,bi) =
Ex Ey
∑
a,b|ai,bi PAB|xy(a,b).
Dependency-breaking variable. Fix a subset S ⊆ [n]. We will define dependency-breaking
variables as follows. Let D1, . . . ,Dn be independent and uniformly distributed in {Alice,Bob}.
Let M1, . . . ,Mn be independent random variables defined in the following way: for each i ∈ [n],
Mi =
{
Xi if Di = Alice
Yi if Di = Bob
Now for i ∈ [n], we define Ωi := (Di,Mi). We say that Ωi fixes Alice’s input if Di = Alice, and
otherwise Ωi fixes Bob’s input. We write Ω to denote the random variable (Ω1, . . . ,Ωn,XS ,YS),
where XSYS are Alice and Bob’s questions in the coordinates indexed by S. For i ∈ [n] we write
Ω−i to denote the random variable Ω with Ωi omitted.
We will augment the probability space P of (X,Y,A,B) with random variables Ω, Z to obtain
the joint distribution PΩXYAB.
Claim 11. For every fixing of Ω = ω, we have
PXY|ω = PX|ω · PY|ω.
That is, conditioned on Ω, X and Y are independent random variables.
This notion of dependency-breaking variables comes from proofs of parallel repetition theo-
rems and communication complexity lower bounds in classical theoretical computer science [Raz98,
BYJKS02].
3 Proof of Theorem 1
The main technical part of our work is proving Theorem 12 given below. The statement of Theo-
rem 12 is almost identical to that of Theorem 1, but it is restricted to testing the entanglement and
dimension of pure states (i.e., the state ρ shared by the two players is a rank one density matrix
|ψ〉〈ψ|).
Theorem 12 (Main theorem for pure state strategies). Let G be a game with classical-quatum gap
∆ = qval(G)− cval(G) > 0. Let 0 < ν ≤ ∆. Denote
c′1 =
(∆ − ν)3
2000 · log |A × B| and c
′
2 =
(∆− ν)5
10 · 902 · log |A × B| , (3)
where A and B are the answer alphabets in G for Alice and Bob, respectively.
For all integer n greater than 1c′1
, any pure state strategy that wins the threshold game Gnqval(G)−ν
with probability κ ≥ exp(−c′1n) involves an entangled state |ψ〉 satisfying E(ψ) ≥ c′2κn.
As we now show, Theorem 12 implies Theorem 1 with a slight loss in the constants c1 and c2.
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Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 12. The completeness portion of Theorem 1 follows straightfor-
wardly from Hoeffding’s bound. We will now concentrate on the soundness part of the Theorem.
We set c1 = 2c
′
1 and c2 = c
′
2/4 where c
′
1 and c
′
2 are the constants given in Equation (3).
Consider a mixed state strategy for Gnqval(G)−ν that uses ρ ∈ Dens(QA ⊗ QB) as the shared state
between Alice and Bob, and has success probability κ > exp(−c1n).
Let ρ =
∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi| be a decomposition of ρ that realizes the entanglement of formation EF (ρ).
That is, we have
EF (ρ) =
∑
i
piE(ψi).
Let κi denote the probability that the players win G
n
qval(G)−ν if instead of using the mixed state ρ
they used |ψi〉 (but used the same measurement operators). We have then that κ =
∑
i piκi.
If we sample i according to pi, then with probability at least κ/2 we have κi ≥ κ/2, according
to Markov’s inequality. Take such an i. Then κi ≥ κ/2 ≥ exp(−c1n)/2 > exp(−c′1n). Invoking
Theorem 12 for pure states, we get that the entanglement of formation EF (ψi) = E(ψi) ≥ c′2κin.
Therefore,
EF (ρ) ≥
∑
i:κi≥κ/2
piE(ψi) ≥
 ∑
i:κi≥κ/2
pi
 c′2κin ≥ κ2 · c′2κin ≥ c2κ2n
establishing the Soundness condition of Theorem 1.
The final constants are given by
c1 =
(∆− ν)3
1000 · log |A × B| and c2 =
(∆ − ν)5
10 · 1802 · log |A × B| . (4)
Hence, for any amount of noise ν which does not result in threshold games which is “effectively
classical”, c1, c2 > 0 and Theorem 1 is non-trivial.
Proof of Theorem 12. The probability distribution P is defined relative to the hypothesized pure
state strategy as in Equation (2). Let 1 − γ = qval(G) − ν and let 1 − ε = cval(G) (so therefore
ε− γ = ∆− ν).
As alluded to in the introduction, we will attempt to construct a “too-good” classical strategy
for G by simulating playing a random coordinate j of Gn1−γ , conditioned on a particular event. The
main point is that if too little entanglement is used for Gn1−γ , then this simulation can be performed
without any entanglement at all.
The following Proposition identifies what this conditioning event is. It shows that there exists
a small subset of coordinates S such that, conditioned on winning more than 1 − τ fraction of S,
the probability of winning a random coordinate j outside of S is high. Define the following events:
• Wj denotes the event that the players win the j’th coordinate.
• W≥1−γ denotes the event that the players win more than (1− γ)n games.
• W≥1−τS denotes the event that the players win more than 1− τ fraction of coordinates in S.
Proposition 13. Let α = ε − γ. Let τ = ε − 34α. Suppose that P(W≥1−γ) ≥ 16α 2−α
3n/384. Then
there exists a set S ⊆ [n] of size at most 96
α2
(
ln 16
αP(W≥1−γ )
)
such that
E
j /∈S
P(Wj|W≥1−τS ) ≥ 1− ε+ α.
where j is chosen uniformly from [n]− S, and P(W≥1−τS ) ≥ P(W≥1−γ)/2.
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We defer the proof of Proposition 13 to the Appendix.
Fix a set S given by the Proposition for the rest of the proof, and the dependency-breaking
variables Ω (as defined in Section 2.5) and AS ,BS will be defined relative to this S. From Propo-
sition 13 we know that P(W≥1−τS ) ≥ κ/2.
Without loss of generality, let us number the coordinates so that S = {n− |S|+ 1, . . . , n}, and
set m = n− |S|.
Having identified the special conditioning event W≥1−τS , we will present four main Lemmas
upon which the proof rests. For every set T ⊆ [m] and coordinate j /∈ T ∪ S, let
RTj = (Ω−j,XT ,AS∪T ,BS) ,
that is, the dependency-breaking variable Ω with the j’th coordinate omitted, Alice’s questions in
the set T , Alice’s answers in the set S ∪ T , and Bob’s answers in the set S.
Let 0 < β < 1 be a parameter that we will set later. Define the error parameters
• δ := 1(1−β)m log 1P(W≥1−τS ) .
• δ′ := 1(1−β)m
(
log 1
P(W≥1−τS )
+ (2|S|+ βm) log |A × B|
)
.
• δ′′ := 1βm E(ψ)P(W≥1−τS )
where E(ψ) is the entanglement entropy of |ψ〉 and D denotes the Schmidt rank of |ψ〉, where |ψ〉
is the state used in the strategy.
At a high level, the proof proceeds as follows: Proposition 13 implies that for some j, the
distribution P
XjYjAjYj |W≥1−τS
gives rise to questions and answer tuples that win G with “too
good” probability. We can split this distribution as
P
XjYj |W≥1−τS
· P
Aj |XjYjW≥1−τS
· P
Bj |XjYjAjW≥1−τS
.
Suppose the following approximations were established:
P
XjYj |W≥1−τS
≈ PXjYj
P
Aj |XjYjW≥1−τS
≈ P
Aj |XjW≥1−τS
P
Bj |XjYjAjW≥1−τS
≈ P
Bj |YjW≥1−τS
.
We would be done, because this would mean that Alice and Bob could sample the correct distribu-
tion of answers without having to know the other person’s question, and thus sample answers that
win with “too good” probability.
Lemmas 14-17 stated below imply that there is a random variable R that is (a) jointly sampleable
by Alice and Bob and (b) the approximations above hold when conditioned on R. In the lemmas,
the expression Ej /∈T∪S denotes a uniformly random index j not in the set T ∪ S.
Lemma 14 (Input distribution is unchanged). For every set T of size at most βm,
E
j /∈T∪S
[
P
XjYj |W≥1−τS
≈√δ PXjYj
]
.
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Lemma 15 (Dependency-breaking variable is correlatedly sampleable). For every set T of size at
most βm,
E
j /∈T∪S
E
xj ,yj |W≥1−τS
[
P
RTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
≈√δ′ PRTj |xj ,W≥1−τS ≈
√
δ′ PRTj |yj ,W≥1−τS
]
.
Lemma 16 (Bob’s answer does not depend on Alice’s answer and question).
E
T,j /∈T∪S
E
xj ,yj ,rTj ,aj|W≥1−τS
[
P
Bj |rTj ,xj ,aj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
≈√2δ′′ PBj |rTj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
]
where T is a uniformly random set size at most βm.
Lemma 17 (Alice’s answer does not depend on Bob’s question). For every set T of size at most
βm,
E
j /∈T∪S
E
xj ,yj ,rTj |W≥1−τS
[
P
Aj |rTj ,xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
≈√2δ′ PAj |rTj ,xj ,W≥1−τS
]
.
The proofs of the lemmas are given in Section 3.1.
As explained above, by putting Proposition 13 together with these four Lemmas we can achieve
our goal of simulating a random coordinate of Gn1−γ classically. We now make this precise. Consider
the following protocol to play game G:
Protocol for game G
Alice and Bob receive input (x, y) sampled according to µ.
1. Alice and Bob use shared randomness to jointly sample a uniformly random set T
of size at most βn, and an index j ∈ [m] \ T uniformly at random.
2. Alice sets xj ← x, Bob sets yj ← y.
3. Alice and Bob use correlated sampling (Lemma 10) to jointly sample the random
variable RTj. Alice obtains a sample r
A
Tj distributed according to PRTj |xj ,W≥1−τS
,
Bob obtains a sample rBTj distributed according to PRTj |yj ,W≥1−τS
.
4. Alice outputs a sample aj from the distribution PAj |rATj ,xj ,W
≥1−τ
S
.
5. Bob outputs a sample bj from the distribution PBj |rBTj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
Let P˜RATjR
B
Tj |xj ,yj denote the distribution of r
A
Tj, r
B
Tj as sampled in the protocol, given the players’
inputs. Let P
Aj |xj ,rTjW≥1−τS
and P
Bj |yj ,rTjW≥1−τS
denote the distributions of Alice’s and Bob’s an-
swers in Steps 4 and 5, respectively. The joint distribution of the random variablesX,Y,RTj ,Aj ,Bj
in the protocol, averaged over the players’ choices of T, j is:
E
T,j
PXY · P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj · P˜Aj |xj ,rATj · P˜Bj |yj ,rBTj (5)
= E
T,j
PXjYj · P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj · P˜Aj |xj ,rATj · P˜Bj |yj ,rBTj (6)
≈√δ ET,j PXjYj |W≥1−τS · P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj · P˜Aj |xj ,rATj · P˜Bj |yj ,rBTj (7)
In (6), we identified Xj,Yj with X,Y , respectively. In (7), we used Lemma 14.
This next claim will allow us to approximate P˜RATjR
B
Tj |xj ,yj with PRTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
.
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Claim 18. Let F denote the event that RATj = R
B
Tj . Then the following two approximations hold:
1. ET,j
[
P
XjYj |W≥1−τS
· P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj ≈2√δ′ PXjYj |W≥1−τS · P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj ,F
]
;
2. ET,j
[
P
XjYj |W≥1−τS
· P˜RATjRBTj |xj ,yj ,F ≈4√δ′ PXjYj |W≥1−τS · PRTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
]
,
where in the second approximation, P
RTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
can be formally understood as P
RTjRTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
.
Proof. By Lemma 10, this probability of the event F conditioned on xj,yj , T, j is at least 1 −
2λxj ,yj ,T,j, where
λxj ,yj ,T,j := ‖PRTj |xj ,W≥1−τS − PRTj |yj ,W≥1−τS ‖.
By Lemma 15 we have ET,j Exj ,yj |W≥1−τS
λxj ,yj ,T,j ≤
√
δ′. Combined with the fact that the sta-
tistical distance between a distribution D and D conditioned on an event of probability 1 − δ is
at most 2δ, we obtain the first item of the claim. By definition of the protocol, Alice’s sample rATj
is distributed according to P
RTj |xj ,W≥1−τS
, and so therefore P˜RATj |xjyj ,F ≈4λxj ,yj,T,j PRTj |xj ,W≥1−τS ,
implying the second item of the claim.
We can now continue approximating line (7):
(7) ≈6√δ′ ET,j PXjYj |W≥1−τS · PRTj |xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS · PAj |xj ,rTjW≥1−τS · PBj |yj ,rTjW≥1−τS (8)
= E
T,j
P
RTjXjYj |W≥1−τS
· P
Aj |xj ,rTj ,W≥1−τS
· P
Bj |yj ,rTjW≥1−τS
(9)
≈√2δ′ ET,j PRTjXjYj |W≥1−τS · PAj |xj ,yj ,rTj ,W≥1−τS · PBj |yj ,rTjW≥1−τS (10)
≈√2δ′′ ET,j PRTjXjYj |W≥1−τS · PAj |xj ,yj ,rTj ,W≥1−τS · PBj |rTj ,xj ,aj,yj ,W≥1−τS (11)
= E
T,j
P
RTjXjYjAjBj |W≥1−τS
(12)
In (8), we used the claim just proven. In (9), we used the definition of how Alice samples Aj .
In (10), we used Lemma 17. In (11), we used Lemma 16.
Consider the marginal distribution of (Xj ,Yj ,Aj ,Bj) in ET,j PRTj ,XjYj ,Aj ,Bj |W≥1−τS
; this is
simply Ej /∈S PXjYj ,Aj ,Bj |W≥1−τS
. Setting α = ε − γ, by Proposition 13, the probability that
(Xj ,Yj ,Aj ,Bj) satisfies the game G predicate is at least 1 − ε + α, and therefore the proba-
bility the same is true in the protocol will be at least 1− ε+ α− (√δ + 8√δ′ +√2δ′′), because of
the errors accrued in the approximations above.
Let
C = log |A × B|, β = α
2
1000 · C .
Using the assumptions that κ ≥ 2−α3n/1000C , we get that both
√
δ ≤ α/3 and 8
√
δ′ ≤ 4α/9. Thus
if
2E(ψ)
κ
<
2α2βm
81
,
then we have α >
√
δ + 8
√
δ′ +
√
2δ′′, but that would mean playing according to the Protocol
above will win game G with probability strictly greater than cval(G) = 1 − ε, which would be a
contradiction since the Protocol is a classical strategy. Thus it must be that
2E(ψ)
κ
>
2α2βm
81
>
α5n
5 · 902 · C =
(ε− γ)5n
5 · 902 · log |A × B| .
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3.1 Proof of Lemmas
The proofs of Lemmas 14 and 15 are standard in the classical parallel repetition literature, for
example, [Hol09, Lemmas 4.1 and 6.4].
3.1.1 Proof of Lemma 16
Intuition. All statements we make are within the conditioned event W≥1−τS . This Lemma es-
tablishes that Bob’s j’th answer bj is nearly independent of Alice’s question xj and answer aj ,
conditioned on Bob’s question yj and the dependency-breaking variable rTj. We prove this by ana-
lyzing Bob’s reduced state in the game Gn1−γ . If the amount of entanglement used (measured either
by the dimension or the entanglement entropy) is too small, then Bob’s reduced density matrix
cannot have much mutual information with an average xjaj of Alice. Since Bob’s answer bj is the
result of measuring Bob’s quantum state, this implies bj cannot have much mutual information
with xjaj on average. We now formally prove this.
Given settings ω, bS of the dependency-breaking variable and Bob’s answers in S, respectively,
define the operator Bω(bS) such that
Bω(bS)
2 = E
y|ω
∑
b|bS
By(b)
2.
When we refer to Bω(bS), we refer to the positive square root of the above expression.
Define the following density matrix on Dens(ΩXABSQB):
Ψ = E
ω,x
∑
a,bS
Jω,x,a,bSK
ΩXABS ⊗Bω(bS)
√
σAx(a)
2√σBω(bS)
where the expectation over ω,x is with respect to the probability measure PΩX, and σ = TrQA(|ψ〉〈ψ|)
is the reduced density matrix of |ψ〉 on Bob’s side. The operator Bω(bS)
√
σAx(a)
2√σBω(bS) can
be equivalently written as
TrQA
(
(Ax(a)⊗Bω(bS))|ψ〉〈ψ|(Ax(a)⊗Bω(bS))†
)
.
The utility of dealing with the operator Bω instead of By will come from the fact that we do not
have to deal with averaging over y.
Define Ψ̂ to be Ψ conditioned on the event W≥1−τS . By the fact that I(A : B|C) ≤ H(B|C) we
have
I(XA : QB|Ω,AS ,BS)Ψ̂ ≤ H(QB|Ω,AS ,BS)Ψ̂.
Claim 19. H(QB |Ω,AS ,BS)Ψ̂ ≤
H(QB)ψ
P(W≥1−τS )
.
We prove this in the Appendix as Claim 20, and assume it for now. We can use the so-called
“randomized chain rule” for mutual information, where we only consider coordinates i ∈ [n] \ S.
We have
E
pi,i
I((XA)pi(i) : QB|Ω,AS ,BS , (XA)pi(<i))Ψ̂ ≤
H(QB)ψ
P(W≥1−τS )m
where pi is a random permutation on [m], and i is a uniformly random index in [m]. By Markov’s
inequality, there exists an i ≤ βm such that
E
pi
I((XA)pi(i) : QB|Ω,AS ,BS , (XA)pi(<i))Ψ̂ ≤ δ′′.
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Fix such an i.
We can alternatively express the averaging over pi as first choosing a uniformly random set
T ⊆ [m] of size i− 1 ≤ βm, and then choosing a uniformly random j ∈ [m] \ T :
E
T,j /∈T∪S
I(XjAj : QB |Ω,AS,BS , (XA)T )Ψ̂ = ET,j /∈T∪S
[
E
ω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS |W≥1−τS
I(XjAj : QB |ω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS)Ψ̂
]
≤ δ′′
By further conditioning on ω, fixing Bob’s input in coordinate j, and bundling the random variables
RTj = (Ω−j,XT ,AS∪T ,BS) we get that
E
T,j /∈T∪S
[
E
rTj ,yj |W≥1−τS
I(XjAj : QB|rTj ,yj)Ψ̂
]
≤ 2δ′′. (13)
Line (13) along with Pinsker’s inequality yields that
E
T,j /∈T∪S
[
E
rTj ,xj ,yj ,aj|W≥1−τS
Ψ̂QBrTj ,yj ≈√2δ′′ Ψ̂QBrTj ,xj ,yj ,aj
]
. (14)
To finish the proof of the Lemma we will describe a measurement that when performed on
Ψ̂QBrTj ,yj and Ψ̂
QB
rTj ,xj ,yj ,aj
respectively produces the probability distributions P
Bj |rTj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
and
P
Bj |rTj ,xj ,aj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
. Given this, if we apply the measurement on both sides of the approximation
of (14), we get that P
Bj |rTj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
and P
Bj |rTj ,xj ,aj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
are close in statistical distance,
concluding the proof.
Notice that since the event W≥1−τS is determined by the variables Ω,AS ,BS , for rTj sampled
conditioned on W≥1−τS , we have Ψ̂
QB
rTj ,xj ,aj ,yj
= ΨQBrTj ,xj ,aj ,yj . Furthermore, we have
ΨQBrTj ,xj ,aj,yj =
Bω(bS)
√
σAω−j ,xj(aS∪T∪{j})
2√σBω(bS)
P(aS∪T∪{j},bS |ω−j,xj ,yj)
where ω is defined as ω−j with yj fixed in the j’th coordinate, and we define the operator
Aω−j ,xj(aS∪T∪{j})
2 = E
x|ω−j ,xj
∑
a|aS∪T∪{j}
Ax(a)
2.
One can verify that the normalization is correct via the following calculation:
Tr
(
Bω(bS)
2√σAω−j ,xj(aS∪T∪{j})2
√
σ
)
= E
x|ω−j ,xj
E
y|ω
∑
a,b|aS∪T∪{j},bS
Tr
(
By(b)
2√σAx(a)2
√
σ
)
= E
x,y|ω−j ,xj ,yj
∑
a,b|aS∪T∪{j},bS
〈ψ|Ax(a)2 ⊗By(b)2|ψ〉
= E
x,y|ω−j ,xj ,yj
∑
a,b|aS∪T∪{j},bS
P(a,b|x,y)
= P(aS∪T∪{j},bS |ω−j,xj ,yj).
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The measurement. For every ω−j,yj ,bS , define the POVM indexed by bj :
M(bj) = Bω−j ,yj (bS)
−1Bω−j ,yj(bS∪{j})
2Bω−j ,yj (bS)
−1
The operators Bω−j ,yj(bS) and Bω−j ,yj(bS∪{j}) are defined analogously to Aω−j ,xj (aS∪T∪{j}). Thus
we get
Tr
(
M(bj)Ψ
QB
rTj ,xj ,yj ,aj
)
=
P(aS∪T∪{j},bS∪{j}|ω−j,xj ,yj)
P(aS∪T∪{j},bS |ω−j,xj ,yj)
= P(bj |rTj ,xj ,aj,yj)
= P(bj |rTj ,xj ,aj,yj ,W≥1−τS )
where the last equality follows from the fact that the event W≥1−τS is determined by rTj . Similarly,
Tr
(
M(bj)Ψ
QB
rTj ,yj
)
= P(bj |rTj ,yj ,W≥1−τS ).
3.1.2 Proof of Lemma 17
Intuition. This statement of this Lemma is very similar to the previous one, except it is simpler
in that it argues that for an average coordinate j, Alice’s answer aj is nearly independent of Bob’s
question yj, conditioned on W
≥1−τ
S and Alice’s question xj — notice that we do not consider Bob’s
answer bj . If we did not condition on the event W
≥1−τ
S , this statement would be true exactly
because of the no-signaling principle. This Lemma shows that the no-signalling condition for an
average coordinate j approximately holds even after conditionin on W≥1−τS .
Fix a set T of size at most βm. For every ω,xT , consider the probability distribution PYABS |ω,xT .
Notice that
PYABS |ω,xT  (dimAS∪TBS)
(
PYA−S∪T |ω,xT · UAS∪TBS
)
(15)
where UAS∪TBS denotes the uniform distribution over AS∪TBS and “” denotes stochastic domi-
nance. Note that the no-signaling principle implies that
PYA−S∪T |ω,xT = PY|ω,xT · PA−S∪T |ω,xT = PY|ω · PA−S∪T |ω,xT .
Therefore
D∞
(
PYABS |ω,xT
∥∥∥PY|ω · PA−S∪T |ω,xT · UAS∪TBS) ≤ log dimAS∪TBS . (16)
We have that by Lemmas 4 and 5,
E
ω,xT |W≥1−τS
D
(
P
YABS |ω,xT ,W≥1−τS
∥∥∥PYABS |ω,xT ) ≤ D (PΩYABS |W≥1−τS ∥∥∥PΩYABS) ≤ log 1P(W≥1−τS ) .
Putting everything together, we have
E
ω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS |W≥1−τS
D
(
P
YA−S∪T |ω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS ,W≥1−τS
∥∥∥PY|ω · PA−S∪T |ω,xT ,aS∪T) (17)
≤ E
ω,xT |W≥1−τS
D
(
P
YABS |ω,xTW≥1−τS
∥∥∥PY|ω · PA−S∪T |ω,xT ,aS∪T · UAS∪TBS) (18)
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≤ E
ω,xT |W≥1−τS
D
(
P
YABS |ω,xT ,W≥1−τS
∥∥∥PYABS |ω,xT) (19)
+D∞
(
PYABS |ω,xT
∥∥∥PY|ω · PA−S∪T |ω,xT · UAS∪TBS) (20)
≤ log 1
P(W≥1−τS )
+ log dim(AS∪TBS). (21)
Notice that PY|ω is a product distribution across the coordinates of Y. Therefore Raz’s Lemma
applies, and we get that
1
m− |T | Eω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS |W≥1−τS
∑
j /∈T∪S
I(Yj : A−S∪T |ω,xT ,aS∪T ,bS) (22)
≤ 1
m− βm
(
log
1
P(W≥1−τS )
+ log dim(AS∪TBS)
)
= δ′. (23)
By conditioning on ω fixing Alice’s input in coordinate j, we get that
E
j /∈T∪S
E
xj ,ω−j ,xT ,aS∪T ,bS |W≥1−τS
I(Yj : Aj|xj , ω−j,xT ,aS∪T ,bS) ≤ 2δ′. (24)
Bundling the random variables RTj = (Ω−j ,XT ,AS∪T ,BS) and by Pinsker’s inequality, we have
E
j /∈T∪S
E
rTj ,xj ,yj |W≥1−τS
[
P
Aj |rTj ,xj ,yj ,W≥1−τS
≈√2δ′ PAj |rTj ,xj ,W≥1−τS
]
. (25)
This concludes the proof.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We now explain how Theorem 2 easily follows from our main theorem, Theorem 1. We first restate
the theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a two-player game with a classical-quantum gap: i.e., ∆ := qval(G) −
cval(G) > 0. Let 0 ≤ ν < ∆ be a noise parameter. Then, for any state σ that can be used to win G
with probability at least qval(G)− ν, its entanglement cost satisfies ]EC(σ) ≥ c2/4, where c2 is the
constant from Theorem 1 as given in Equation (4).
Proof. Consider a quantum strategy for G that uses a state σ that succeeds with probability
qval(G) − ν. Playing n instances of the considered strategy in parallel, using the state σ⊗n, will
succeed in the threshold game Gnqval(n)−ν with probability 1/2. Hence, by Theorem 1,
EF (σ
⊗n) ≥ c2n/4 .
According to [HHT01], the entanglement cost is equal to the regularised entanglement of formation:
EC(ρ) = E
∞
F (ρ) = limn→∞(EF (ρ
⊗n)/n) .
Combining the above two observations together we get EC(σ) ≥ c2/4.
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A Omitted proofs
Proof of Proposition 13. Let α = ε − γ, and let τ, δ, t be parameters that we will choose later,
subject to γ < τ < δ.
We first show that ES Pr(¬Wj|W≥1−τS ) ≤ ε − α/4, where S is a (multi)set of t independently
chosen indices in [n]. First we write, for a fixed S,
Pr(¬Wj|W≥1−τS ) = Pr(¬Wj |W≥1−τS ,W>1−δ) Pr(W>1−δ|W≥1−τS )+
Pr(¬Wj|W≥1−τS ,¬W>1−δ) Pr(¬W>1−δ|W≥1−τS )
≤ Pr(¬Wj |W≥1−τS ∧W>1−δ) + Pr(¬W>1−δ|W≥1−τS )
Observe that Pr(¬Wj|W≥1−τS ∧W>1−δ) is the probability that, conditioned on winning all rounds
in S, the randomly selected coordinate j ∈ [n] − S happens to be one of the (at most) δn lost
rounds. This is at most δn/(n − t).
Next we bound ES Pr(¬W>1−δ|W≥1−τS ). Call a subset S good if Pr(W≥1−τS ) ≥ Pr(W≥1−γ)/2,
and bad otherwise. We now bound the probability a uniform random S is good. Let R denote
the random subset of [n] that indicates which rounds were won. Then for every R such that least
|R| ≥ (1 − γ)n, the probability conditioned on R of picking S such that W≥1−τS = 1 is at least
1− exp(−(γ − τ)2t/3), by a standard Chernoff bound. Therefore
E
R|W≥1−γ
E
S
Pr(W≥1−τS |R) = E
R|W≥1−γ
E
S
1{W≥1−τS |R} ≥ 1− exp(−(γ − τ)2t/3)
where the expectation over R|W≥1−γ denotes picking R conditioned on the fact that |R| ≥ (1−γ)n.
By Markov’s inequality, this implies that at least a 1−
√
exp(−(γ − τ)2t/3) fraction of S’s are such
that
Pr(W≥1−τS |W≥1−γ) = E
R|W≥1−γ
Pr(W≥1−τS |R) ≥ 1−
√
exp(−(γ − τ)2t/3).
Notice that Pr(W≥1−τS ) ≥ Pr(W≥1−τS |W≥1−γ) ·Pr(W≥1−γ), so therefore exp(−(γ− τ)2t/6) bounds
the probability that S is bad.
Now observe that
E
S
Pr(¬W≥1−δ|W≥1−τS ) ≤ Pr(S bad) +
∑
S good
Pr(S) · Pr(¬W≥1−δ|W≥1−τS )
≤ Pr(S bad) +
∑
S good
Pr(S) · Pr(W
≥1−τ
S |¬W≥1−δ)
Pr(W≥1−τS )
≤ Pr(S bad) + 2
Pr(W≥1−γ)
∑
S good
Pr(S) · Pr(W≥1−τS |¬W>1−δ)
where we used the definition of S being good in the third inequality. To bound the second term of
the last line, we compute∑
S good
Pr(S) · Pr(W≥1−τS |¬W>1−δ) ≤ ES Pr(W
≥1−τ
S |¬W>1−δ)
= E
R|¬W>1−δ
E
S
Pr(W≥1−τS |R)
= E
R|¬W>1−δ
E
S
1{W≥1−τS |R}
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where the expectation over R|¬W≤1−δ denotes picking R conditioned on |R| ≤ (1 − δ)n. By a
Chernoff bound, for every such R, the probability of picking S such that W≥1−τS = 1 is at most
exp(−(δ − τ)2t/3).
Choose τ = ε− 34α and let ∆ = α/4. Let κ denote Pr(W≥1−γ). Set
t =
6
∆2
(
ln
2
κ
+ ln
8
α
)
.
Finally, let δ = ε − 14α − tn . Since we are assuming that κ ≥ 16α exp
(
− α3384n
)
, this implies that
t/n ≤ α/4.
Putting everything together, we get that
E
S
Pr(¬Wj|W≥1−τS ) ≤
δn
n− t + e
−(γ−τ)2t/6 +
2
κ
e−(δ−τ)
2t/3
≤ δn
n− t + e
−∆2t/6 +
2
κ
e−∆
2t/3
≤ δn
n− t +
α
4
≤ α/2
by our choice of parameters.
Therefore by the probabilistic method there is a S that satisfies the conclusions of the Propo-
sition statement.
Claim 20.
H(QB |Ω,AS,BS)Ψ̂ ≤
H(QB)ψ
P(W≥1−τS )
.
Proof. Let λ = P(W≥1−τS ). Recall that the state Ψ is a density matrix on registers Dens(ΩXABSQB)
that is classical on ΩXABS, and that Ψ̂ is Ψ conditioned on the event W
≥1−τ
S , which is solely a
function of the classical registers ΩASBS. Therefore Ψ
ΩXABSQB = λ ·ΨΩXABSQB
W≥1−τS
+(1−λ) ·ΨΩXABSQB¬W≥1−τS
and hence
λ ·H(QB |Ω,AS ,BS)Ψ̂ ≤ λ ·H(QB |Ω,AS ,BS,W≥1−τS )Ψ + (1− λ) ·H(QB |Ω,AS,BS ,¬W≥1−τS )Ψ
= H(QB |Ω,AS ,BS ,F)Ψ
where F is an additional qubit register that stores the result of the binary measurement that checks
whether W≥1−τS happened. Since Ω,AS ,BS are classical, introducing this extra qubit register does
not change the density matrix of Ψ on ΩXABSQB .
Since conditioning can only decrease entropy, we have that the above is at mostH(QB |Ω,BS)Ψ ≤
H(QBBS|Ω)Ψ. Notice that for every ω, the density matrix ΨQBBSω is the following:
ΨQBBSω = E
x
∑
a,bS
(
Bω(bS)
√
σAx(a)
)2 ⊗ JbSKBS
=
∑
bS
(
Bω(bS)
√
σ
)2 ⊗ JbSKBS .
But now notice that ΨQBBSω is unitarily equivalent to to
ΦQBBS = σQB ⊗ J0KBS .
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Since von Neumann entropy is invariant under unitary transformations, we have
H(QBBS|Ω)Ψ = H(QBBS |Ω)Φ = H(QB)ρ.
Since ρ = ψQB , this completes the proof.
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